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Abstract. Quality-of-Service (QoS) performance and connection admission control (CAC) for heterogeneous services in wireless multiple
access networks are investigated. The heterogeneous services include constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate (VBR) and available bit rate
(ABR) services. Multiple access control is handled by a polling-based scheme with non-preemptive priority. Tight delay variation (jitter)
bounds for CBR connections and delay bounds for VBR connections are derived. A CAC scheme based on the derived bounds is developed.
The CAC makes use of user mobility information to reserve an appropriate amount of system resources for potential handoff connections
to achieve low handoff connection dropping rate (HCDR). Simulation results show that the proposed CAC scheme can achieve both low
HCDR and high resource utilization.
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1. Introduction

The internetworking of broadband wireline networks and
wireless cellular networks is expected to provide adequate
multimedia service support for mobile users anywhere at any-
time. Because of user mobility, limited radio frequency spec-
trum, radio channel impairment, etc., how to efficiently uti-
lize the precious radio resources and provide more users with
guaranteed Quality-of-Service (QoS) levels becomes a chal-
lenging issue in the wireless segment of the integrated net-
works. Connection admission control (CAC) is to make a
decision about whether a connection should be admitted or
not, and has effects on both the system resource utilization
and the QoS provided to the users. QoS performance bounds,
such as the maximum delay or delay variation (jitter) experi-
enced by a connection if it is admitted in the system, may be
used as the basis for making the admission decision. A CAC
scheme based on QoS provisioning by using tight perfor-
mance bounds can achieve more accurate resource allocation
and improve the system resource utilization. A polling-based
multiple access control scheme with non-preemptive priority
is proposed in [1] and a slightly different version is in [2].
With these schemes, sufficient conditions are derived for all
the constant bit rate (CBR) connections to satisfy their jitter
constraints and all the variable bit rate (VBR) connections to
satisfy their delay constraints in both [1] and [2]. However,
these bounds are too conservative to be used in practical sys-
tems.

User mobility is a special issue in cellular networks. To ef-
ficiently utilize the limited radio spectrum and maximize the
system capacity, the cell size of future cellular networks tends
to be smaller. As a result, frequent handoffs may occur during
a connection’s lifetime. When a connection requests to hand-
off to a new cell, sufficient resource must be available in the
cell in order to accept the handoff connection and maintain
a continuous connection. Because interrupting an on-going

connection is much more undesirable than refusing to admit a
new connection from the user’s point of view, admission de-
cisions should give a higher priority to a handoff connection
than a new request. The higher priority can be achieved by
reserving a certain amount of system resources for handling
potential handoff connections. By doing so, lower handoff
connection dropping rate (HCDR) than the new connection
blocking rate (NCBR) can be achieved. Different approaches
have been proposed in the literature to do the resource reser-
vation. The Guard channel approach is proposed in [3], where
a fixed amount of resource is reserved for handoff connec-
tions. The Virtual connection tree (VCT) approach is pro-
posed in [4] to support high rate handoffs in wireless ATM
networks. The VCT is a group of pre-established connec-
tions between a fixed switch and a set of base stations (BSs)
with which the mobiles could potentially associate. Each of
the BSs in the VCT reserves 100% resources for each of the
connections in the VCT. A mobile can freely handoff to any
cell within the VCT without being subject to a further admis-
sion control. However, the resource utilization is relatively
low for both guard channel and VCT approaches due to the
potential waste of the reserved resource. The shadow clus-
ter approach is proposed in [5]. A shadow cluster is a set of
BSs that a mobile may influence in the near future and is up-
dated based on the user mobility information. The influence
area moves along with the mobile, like a shadow. As the mo-
bile moves, new BSs which are within the mobile’s new in-
fluence area are included in its shadow cluster, while the old
ones which are out of the influence area are removed from
the shadow cluster. The shadow cluster concept is used in the
CAC scheme in [5] to predict the resource demand for homo-
geneous services in the near future and to reserve resources
accordingly.

In general, admission decisions in wireless cellular net-
works are made to ensure guaranteed QoS for heterogeneous
traffic, while maintaining high resource utilization and low
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HCDR. Reserving more resource achieves lower HCDR, but
reduces the system resource utilization. Therefore, how to
balance the tradeoff between the efficiency of resource uti-
lization and the satisfaction of QoS to mobile users is a very
important issue. Handoffs are mainly caused by user move-
ment. The more likely users will handoff to a particular cell,
the more resources should be reserved in that cell. In other
words, effective and efficient resource reservation should be
based on user mobility information, which is the probability
that a mobile user may reside in a particular cell at future mo-
ments and determined by the users’ movement, including ini-
tial locations, speeds and directions [7,8]. So far, little work
has been done to reserve resources for potential handoff con-
nections based on user mobility information in the wireless
systems.

In this paper, tighter QoS performance bounds, compared
to those in [1] and [2], are derived for both CBR and VBR
traffic. A CAC scheme based on the derived bounds is de-
veloped. The CAC scheme gives a higher priority to handoff
connections by reserving an appropriate amount of system re-
sources for the handoff connections in order to achieve lower
HCDR. The resource reservation in the CAC scheme makes
use of the user mobility information to ensure efficient system
resource utilization. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 describes the system model. Tight jitter
bounds for CBR traffic and delay bounds for VBR traffic are
derived in section 3. Section 4 presents the proposed CAC
scheme. Simulation results are shown in section 5, followed
by the conclusions in section 6.

2. System model

We consider a TDMA cellular network connected to a wire-
line backbone network through a mobile switching center
(MSC). The service area of an MSC consists of several ra-
dio cells, each of which is the coverage area of a base station
(BS). A mobile station (MS) selects its associated BS accord-
ing to the received signal strength. This research is confined
to the coverage area of the BSs under one MSC and focused
on the uplink, since the uplink usually has worse propaga-
tion and interference conditions than the downlink, and the
system capacity is restricted by the uplink. All the data pack-
ets are assumed to have the same length. In general, packet
transmission accuracy can be improved by techniques such
as diversity reception, forward error correction, automatic re-
transmission request at the physical and the link layers. For
the CAC problem under consideration, we assume that the
channel impairment mitigation strategies are in place and the
residual error rate at the output of the BS receiver is negligi-
ble.

The multiple access control strategy under consideration is
polling-based with non-preemptive priority as shown in fig-
ure 1 [2]. Each connection has one ready-to-transmit (RTT)
buffer located at the MS, referred to as MS RTT Buffer, to
temporarily store its generated packets before transmission.
The time difference between the instant a packet arrives to

and the instant it departs from the MS RTT Buffer is its expe-
rienced delay. The difference between the experienced delay
of any two successive packets is called delay variation, or jit-
ter. Three types of traffic are considered: CBR, VBR, and
available bit rate (ABR). All the connections with the same
traffic parameters are grouped together as a class. An ith
class CBR connection is characterized by the 2-tuple (γi, δi ),
i = 1, . . . , Nc, where γi is the packet generation rate, δi
is the maximum jitter tolerance, and Nc is the total number
of CBR classes. The packet generation rate of a CBR con-
nection is constant, so there is no packet burstiness. The ith
class CBR connection is provided with guaranteed QoS if its
maximum experienced jitter is less than δi . Without loss of
generality, we assume that δi1 � δi2 and γi1 � γi2 for all
1 � i1 < i2 � Nc. An ith class VBR connection is charac-
terized by the triple (ρi, σi , di), i = Nc + 1, . . . , Nc + Nv,
where ρi is the average packet generation rate, σi is the max-
imum burst tolerance, di is the maximum tolerable transit
delay, and Nv is the total number of VBR classes. The ith
class VBR connection is provided with guaranteed QoS if
the experienced delay for any of its packets is less than di .
Each ith class VBR connection is also assumed to be regu-
lated by a leaky bucket (LB) with parameters (σi , ρi) at the
BS, where σi corresponds to the BS polling token (PT) buffer
size, and ρi corresponds to the BS PT generation rate. With-
out loss of generality, we assume that di1 � di2 , δi1 � δi2 ,
and ρi1 � ρi2 for all Nc + 1 � i1 < i2 � Nc + Nv. An
ABR connection has no delay or delay variation specifica-
tion and its minimum packet rate (MPR) is set to zero. All
the ABR connections are grouped together as a class, indexed
by i = Nc + Nv + 1. There are ni connections in the ith
class, i = 1, . . . , Nc + Nv + 1. Class i1 is given a higher
priority than class i2 for all 1 � i1 < i2 � Nc + Nv + 1.
Packet transmission is directed by the BS according to the
preset priority. We assume that there is a separate chan-
nel for the transmission of control signals. The execution
of the multiple access algorithm adheres to the following
rules.

1. For each CBR or VBR connection in the system, there is a
PT buffer at the BS, called BS PT Buffer.

2. For a connection in the ith CBR class, its PT is gener-
ated every 1/γi seconds at the BS and stored in the BS PT
Buffer.

3. For a connection in the ith VBR class, its PT is gener-
ated every 1/ρi seconds at the BS and stored in the BS
PT Buffer of size σi . For each VBR connection, there is
also one RTT counter at the BS, called BS RTT Counter,
to count the number of the packets waiting for transmis-
sion. The BS RTT Counter is initially set to zero. When
a data packet is available at a VBR connection, it is stored
in the MS RTT Buffer. At the same time, a packet-ready
command is transmitted from the MS to the BS via the sig-
naling channel. Upon receiving the command, the BS PT
Buffer drops one token if it is not empty, and the BS RTT
Counter is increased by one.
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Figure 1. System model of a polling scheme with non-preemptive priority.

4. Whenever the channel is cleared, the BS scans the BS PT
Buffers of the connections from the first CBR class to the
last VBR class.

5. If a PT is found for a CBR connection, the BS removes the
PT and polls the CBR connection.

6. If a PT is found for a VBR connection, the BS polls the
VBR connection without removing the PT. At the same
time, the BS RTT Counter is decreased by one. As long
as the BS RTT Counter is larger than zero, the MS RTT
Buffer is not empty, since the MS RTT Buffer contains at
least as many packets as the BS RTT Counter value.
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7. Every time when a connection is polled, it transmits at
most one packet from its MS RTT Buffer.

8. Within each CBR or VBR class, the connections are served
according to a round-robin scheme.

9. When there is no PT found for CBR and VBR connections,
a connection from the ABR class is allowed to transmit at
most one packet. How to schedule the packet transmis-
sion of the ABR connections to effectively and efficiently
utilize the remaining available resources after serving the
CBR and VBR traffic can be found in [1,9–11].

With the access control scheme, it is observed that all com-
putations of the scheduling steps are performed at the BS, and
the MSs only react to the commands from the BS. Therefore,
MSs can be made with low power and light weight. A similar
polling scheme is considered in [1], where the LB controllers
of the VBR connections reside in each MS, and each CBR
and VBR class has only one connection.

3. QoS performance bounds of CBR and VBR
connections

In this section, jitter bounds for all CBR connections and de-
lay bounds for all VBR connections are derived. Let τp be the
time for the BS to poll a connection and τd be the time for
a connection to transmit a data packet, respectively. The fol-
lowing theorems provide sufficient conditions for CBR and
VBR connections to satisfy their performance constraints,
where a = τp + τd.

Theorem 1 (Jitter bounds for CBR connections). Let

δ′i =
∑i
k=1 nk

1/a −∑i−1
k=1 nkγk

. (1)

If

δ′i + a < 1/γi (2)

holds for all i = 1, . . . , Nc, then the jitter of an ith class CBR
connection is upper bounded by δ′i . If, furthermore, δ′i � δi
for all i = 1, . . . , Nc, then all the packets generated by these∑Nc
k=1 nk CBR connections meet their jitter constraints.

Theorem 2 (Delay bounds for VBR connections). Define re-
cursively

d ′
i = ni + σi + 1 +∑i−1

k=Nc+1 nkσ̂k +∑Nc
k=1 nk

1/a − (∑Nc
k=1 nkγk +∑i−1

k=Nc+1 nkρk)
(3)

for i = Nc + 1, . . . , Nc + Nv, where

σ̂i = ρid ′
i + σi + 1 (4)

for i = Nc + 1, . . . , Nc + Nv. If 1/a − (
∑Nc
k=1 nkγk +∑i−1

k=Nc+1 nkρk) > 0 holds, then the delay of the packets from
an ith class VBR connection is upper bounded by d ′

i . If, fur-
thermore, d ′

i � di for all i = Nc + 1, . . . , Nc + Nv, then all

the packets generated by these
∑Nc+Nv
k=Nc+1 nk VBR connections

meet their delay constraints.

Proof of theorem 1. Mark the time when a PT for an ith
class CBR connection is generated as 0. Let δ̃i be the amount
of time that the PT needs to wait before it is polled. It follows
that during the interval [0, δ̃i), the channel must be busy serv-
ing all the connections in the (i − 1) higher priority classes.
The total number of CBR connections from the first class to
the (i − 1)th class is equal to

∑i−1
k=1 nk . Moreover, because

of the round-robin scheduling within the same class, a ready-
to-transmit connection has to wait for a maximum of (ni − 1)
same-class connections to finish transmission. Thus, the to-
tal number of CBR connections that can be served within
[0, δ̃i) is at most

∑i−1
k=1 nk + ni − 1. Then, the total num-

ber of PTs, or packets, that can be served in the interval is at
most

∑i−1
k=1 nk�γkδ̃i� + ni − 1. With channel clearing time

for non-preemptive priority, the total amount of time to serve
these packets is upper bounded by

δ̃i �
(
i−1∑
k=1

nk
⌈
γkδ̃i

⌉+ ni − 1

)
a + a. (5)

Since �γkδ̃i� � γkδ̃i + 1, (5) becomes

δ̃i �
[
i−1∑
k=1

nk
(
γkδ̃i + 1

)+ ni − 1

]
a + a, (6)

then δ̃i is upper bounded from above by

δ̃i �
∑i
k=1 nk

1/a −∑i−1
k=1 nkγk

. (7)

Note that the right-hand side of (7) is δ′i . This shows that
δ̃i � δ′i . Since condition δ′i + a < 1/γi holds for all
i = 1, . . . , Nc, each polling token of an ith class CBR con-
nection must be used before its next arrival, i.e., there is at
most one PT for each ith class CBR connection in the BS at
any time. Then, the marked PT will be removed before the
generation of the next PT. Since the maximum jitter cannot
be larger than the maximum delay, the jitter for the CBR con-
nection is upper bounded by δ′i . �

Proof of theorem 2. The connections in each VBR class can
only use the remaining bandwidth after serving all the CBR
classes and the VBR classes with higher priorities. For a con-
nection in the first VBR class (indexed by i = Nc + 1), its
minimum available bandwidth is the remaining bandwidth af-
ter serving all the CBR connections minus that consumed by
the (nNc+1 −1) same-class connections. The maximum num-
ber of packets from the Nc CBR classes that can be served in
an interval (t1, t2] is at most

∑Nc
k=1 nk�γk(t2 − t1)�, which

is upper bounded by
∑Nc
k=1 nk[γk(t2 − t1) + 1]. Adding

a for non-preemptive strategy, the available bandwidth for
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a connection in the first VBR class, CNc+1(t1, t2), is lower
bounded by

(t2 − t1)− a − a
{
Nc∑
k=1

nk
[
γk(t2 − t1)+ 1

]+ nNc+1 − 1

}
= (1 − aρ̂0)(t2 − t1)− a(̂σ0 + nNc+1), (8)

where

ρ̂0 =
Nc∑
k=1

nkγk (9)

and

σ̂0 =
Nc∑
k=1

nk. (10)

Therefore, CNc+1(t1, t2) is [a(̂σ0 + nNc+1), (1 − aρ̂0)] lower
constrained.

Every connection in the first VBR class is regulated by
a (σNc+1, ρNc+1)-LB, and the number of packets at the out-
put of the LB is (σNc+1 + 1, ρNc+1) upper constrained.
Therefore, the backlog of a connection in the first VBR
class is BNc+1(t1, t2) � ρNc+1(t2 − t1) + σNc+1 + 1.
The time required to clear the backlog is TNc+1(t1, t2) =
aBNc+1(t1, t2) � aρNc+1(t2 − t1)+ a(σNc+1 + 1). This indi-
cates that TNc+1(t1, t2) is [a(σNc+1 + 1), aρNc+1] upper con-
strained. If 1 − aρ̂0 > aρNc+1, that is, the remaining band-
width after serving all the CBR connections and (nNc+1 − 1)
same-class VBR connections is larger than the current VBR
transmission bandwidth, then the delay experienced by a con-
nection in the first VBR class is upper bounded by [12]

d ′
Nc+1 = a(̂σ0 + nNc+1)+ a(σNc+1 + 1)

1 − aρ̂0

= nNc+1 + σNc+1 + 1 +∑Nc
k=1 nk

1/a −∑Nc
k=1 nkγk

. (11)

The argument for the delay of an ith (Nc + 1 < i �
Nc + Nv) class VBR connection is similar, except that the
remaining bandwidth is the total bandwidth minus the band-
width to serve all the CBR connections, all the connections in
the (i − 1 −Nc) higher priority VBR classes and the (ni − 1)
same-class connections. Therefore, the remaining bandwidth
to serve an ith class VBR connection, Ci(t1, t2), is lower
bounded by

(t2 − t1)−
{
a

Nc∑
k=1

nk
[
γk(t2 − t1)+ 1

]
+ a

i−1∑
k=Nc+1

Vk + a(ni − 1)+ a
}
, (12)

where Vk is the maximum number of packets from the kth
VBR class that can be served in (t1, t2]. Let the maximum
delay be upper bounded by d ′

k for a kth class VBR connection,
then we have

Vk = nk
[
ρk(t2 − t1)+ (σk + 1)+ ρkd ′

k

]
. (13)

Table 1
Jitter bounds of CBR classes when ni = 5, where i = 1, . . . , 5.

(CBR) class Parameters Bound Bound Simulation
index (γi , δi ) in [2] (δ∗

i
) (δ′

i
) results

1 (0.05, 12) 5.25 5.25 4.20
2 (0.01, 60) 30.25 14.24 9.45
3 (0.0075, 80) 50.25 22.99 10.50
4 (0.0064, 100) 65.25 32.53 15.75
5 (0.0032, 200) 130.25 42.89 21.00

Substituting Vk in (12) by (13) and rearranging yields

Ci(t1, t2)�
(

1 − aρ̂0 − a
i−1∑

k=Nc+1

nkρk

)
(t2 − t1)

− a
[

i−1∑
k=Nc+1

nk
(
ρkd

′
k + σk + 1

)+ σ̂0 + ni
]
.

(14)

By using (4) we have

Ci(t1, t2)�
(

1 − aρ̂0 − a
i−1∑

k=Nc+1

nkρk

)
(t2 − t1)

− a
(

i−1∑
k=Nc+1

nkσ̂k + σ̂0 + ni
)
. (15)

Therefore, Ci(t1, t2) is [a(∑i−1
k=Nc+1 nkσ̂k + σ̂0 + ni),

1 − aρ̂0 − a
∑i−1
k=Nc+1 nkρk] lower constrained. Analo-

gous to the argument for the first VBR class, the back-
log of a connection in the ith VBR class is Bi(t1, t2) �
ρi(t2 − t1)+ σi + 1. The time required to clear the backlog is
Ti(t1, t2) = aBi(t1, t2) � aρi(t2 − t1) + a(σi + 1). This in-
dicates that Ti(t1, t2) is [a(σi + 1), aρi] upper constrained. If
1−aρ̂0−a∑i−1

k=Nc+1 nkρk > aρi , that is, the remaining band-
width is larger than the current VBR transmission bandwidth,
then the delay experienced by the ith class VBR connection
is upper bounded by

d ′
i =

a[∑i−1
k=Nc+1 nkσ̂k + σ̂0 + ni ] + a(σi + 1)

1 − aρ̂0 − a∑i−1
k=Nc+1 nkρk

= ni + σi + 1 +∑i−1
k=Nc+1 nkσ̂k +∑Nc

k=1 nk

1/a − (∑Nc
k=1 nkγk +∑i−1

k=Nc+1 nkρk)
. (16)

�

Similar jitter bounds for CBR traffic and delay bounds for
VBR traffic are derived in [1,2]. Table 1 shows the jitter
bounds for CBR traffic, where δ′i is calculated from (1), and δ∗i
is the jitter bounds in [2]. Table 2 shows the delay bounds for
VBR traffic, where d ′

i is calculated from (3), and d∗
i is the de-

lay bounds in [1]. The simulation results in tables 1 and 2 are
based on the system model in section 2. The parameters used
to obtain the jitter and delay bounds are listed as follows: the
link speed of the wireless channel is 10 Mb/s, the data pack-
ets are 1 kbits in length, and the length of a polling message is
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Table 2
Delay bounds of VBR classes when ni = 1, where i = 6, . . . , 10.

(VBR) class ON Parameters Bound Bound Simulation
index prob. (ρi , σi , di ) in [1] (d∗

i
) (d ′

i
) results

6 0.62 (0.00196, 7, 1200) 646.52 59.98 31.50
7 0.57 (0.00183, 6, 1200) 665.36 72.79 32.55
8 0.55 (0.00177, 6, 1200) 684.23 85.69 33.60
9 0.55 (0.00177, 6, 1200) 703.25 98.77 34.65

10 0.53 (0.00168, 5, 1200) 720.25 109.71 35.70

50 bits. Time is normalized with respect to the time to trans-
mit a packet which is 0.1 ms. In the simulation, each VBR
connection is generated in the same way as that in [1]. In spe-
cific, it is assumed that there is an output from an ON–OFF
coder with a code rate of 32 kb/s. There is a packet coming
out from the coder every 1/32 s when the coder is ON, and
both the ON and OFF periods are 1/32 s. The probability that
a period is an ON period is listed in table 2. From tables 1
and 2 it can be seen that the QoS performance bounds given
in (1) and (3) are much tighter than those in [2] and [1], re-
spectively. In the proof of jitter bounds for CBR traffic in [2],
condition �γkδ∗i � < �γk/γi� is used, which makes the derived
bounds very loose. The reason is that, in order to provide
guaranteed QoS for all the connections, during the time inter-
val after serving a packet from the ith class connection and
before the arrival of its next packet, all the higher priority
CBR connections must be served if their MS RTT Buffers are
not empty. For a lower priority connection, there are more
connections which have higher priorities than it. Therefore,
1/γi is much larger than δ∗i , i.e., �γkδ∗i � 
 �γk/γi� for i > 1
(and i � Nc). In contrast, our derived bounds are based on
�γkδ̃i� which is limited by γkδ̃i + 1 in equation (6), and thus
are much tighter. Because the polling model in [1] places
the LB for each VBR connection in each mobile, the BS has
no information about whether there are packets or not from a
VBR connection. Because of this, a ready-to-transmit packet
from a VBR connection may have to wait for a longer time
to be transmitted. The polling model used in this paper is
from [2], where the LBs are placed at the BS, so the BS al-
ways knows whether there are packets to transmit or not from
each VBR connection. The significance of the improvement
in the derived bounds is that a CAC scheme by using the
improved bounds for QoS provisioning may result in lower
NCBR and HCDR and allow more connections in a system.
The tables also show that the difference between the derived
bounds and the simulated performance becomes large as the
class priority decreases. The reason is due to error accumu-
lation, because the jitter or delay bound for a particular class
is based on the jitter or delay bounds of all the higher priority
classes.

4. CAC with user mobility information

Three aspects are included in this CAC scheme: resource
reservation for potential handoff connections based on user
mobility information, admission control for a new connec-

tion, and admission control for a handoff connection. To ad-
mit a connection (new or handoff), two conditions must be
satisfied: guaranteed QoS for the particular connection should
be provided, and QoS performance of all the existing connec-
tions should still be satisfied after the admission. The QoS
provisioning in the CAC is based on the derived jitter bounds
for CBR traffic and delay bounds for VBR traffic. From the
theorems in section 3 it can be seen that the QoS performance
bound (jitter or delay) of each traffic class is affected by all
the traffic classes with higher priorities, but not the classes
with lower priorities. This indicates that admitting any con-
nection only has impact on the QoS performance bounds of
all the lower priority classes. The proposed CAC scheme is
for CBR and VBR traffic. For ABR traffic, all new and hand-
off requests are treated the same, and no resource is reserved
for potential ABR handoff connections.

4.1. Resource reservation for handoff CBR and VBR
connections

Since user mobility information changes with time, the re-
source reservation process should be updated periodically
based on the current user mobility information. To achieve
this, system time is divided into equal intervals in length τ
beginning at t = 0, τ, 2τ, . . . . Smaller value of τ leads to fre-
quent updating, while larger value of τ affects the accuracy of
reservation. The value of τ is chosen so that the probability
of having more than one handoff event for any mobile in any
τ interval is negligible. It is assumed that, at the beginning
of every τ interval, reasonably accurate handoff probabilities
of each mobile from its currently serving cell to its neighbor-
ing cells are known to the mobile’s current BS [7,8], and all
the neighboring cells can exchange the probabilistic informa-
tion with each other. All the reserved resources are shared by
all the handoff connections to efficiently utilize the reserved
resource. Without loss of generality, let cell o be the refer-
ence cell. Define pbox as the probability that a mobile x will
handoff from its current cell b to cell o in the next τ interval.
Then

hi =
∑
b∈Bo

∑
x∈χb,i

pbox, i = 1, . . . , Nc +Nv, (17)

is the accumulated handoff probability of all the mobiles car-
rying an ith class connection from the neighboring cells of
cell o to cell o in the next τ interval, where Bo is the set of all
the neighboring cells of cell o, and χb,i is the set of all the mo-
biles carrying an ith class connection in cell b. The amount of
the reserved resources for potential ith class handoff connec-
tions in cell o is equal to the resources required by hi ith class
connections, and hi is also defined as the equivalent number
of potential handoff connections. At the beginning of every
τ interval, resource reservation is updated at each BS as fol-
lows.

R1: Resource reservation starts from the first CBR class:
resvd_cls = 1.

R2: Treat the potential handoff connections as existing con-
nections: nresvd_cls = nresvd_cls + hresvd_cls.
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R3: Let START_CLS = resvd_cls. Check if the system
can reserve the required resource for class resvd_cls by
performing pseudocode 1.

R4: If QOS_grt = 1, then Rresvd_cls = 1, and resource
reservation for class resvd_cls is successful. Other-
wise, Rresvd_cls = 0, nresvd_cls = nresvd_cls −
hresvd_cls, and the reservation process is failed.

R5: If resvd_cls = Nc + Nv, then ni = ni − Rihi for
i = 1, . . . , Nc + Nv, and the process ends. Otherwise, let
resvd_cls = resvd_cls+ 1 and go to step R2.

4.2. Admission decision for a new CBR or VBR connection

Suppose the new connection is an αth class connection. The
following procedure is used to make the admission decision
for the connection.

N1: Treat the new connection as an existing connection:
nα = nα + 1.

N2: Treat the reserved resources as allocated resources: ni =
ni + Rihi for i = 1, . . . , Nc +Nv.

N3: Let START_CLS = α. Check if the connection and all
the other connections in the system can receive guaranteed
QoS by performing pseudocode 1.

N4: If QOS_grt = 1, then ni = ni − Rihi for i =
1, . . . , Nc + Nv, and the connection is accepted. Other-
wise, nα = nα−1, ni = ni−Rihi for i = 1, . . . , Nc +Nv,
and the connection is rejected.

4.3. Admission decision for a handoff CBR or VBR
connection

Suppose the handoff connection is an αth class connection,
the following procedure is used to make the admission deci-
sion for the connection.

H1: Treat the handoff connection as an existing connection:
nα = nα + 1.

H2: Let START_CLS = α. Check if the connection and all
the other connections in the system can receive guaranteed
QoS by performing pseudocode 1.

H3: If QOS_grt = 1, then the connection is accepted. Oth-
erwise, nα = nα − 1, and the connection is rejected.

Pseudocode 1.
LAST_flag = 1;
QOS_grt = 1;
/* Bound calculations start from the

START_CLS/
current_cls = START_CLS;
while(QoS_grt & LAST_flag)
{

if (current_cls <= Nc)
/* current_cls is a CBR class */
{
Calculate the jitter bound DELTA of

current_cls;
if(DELTA > delta(current_cls))

/* Cannot accept */
QoS_grt = 0;

end
}
else
{
Calculate the delay bound D of
current_cls;

if(D > d(current_cls))
/* Cannot accept */
QoS_grt = 0;

end
}
end
if (current_cls == Nc+Nv)
LAST_flag = 0;

else
current_cls = current_cls + 1;

end
}

5. Simulation results and discussions

Without loss of generality, we consider a one dimensional
(1-D) cellular array as shown in figure 2, where 5 radio cells
are arranged on a circle to avoid the boundary effect. The lin-
ear dimension of each cell is D = 1500 m. Mobile x can
be in any one of the cells with equal probability. Let the ini-
tial location where mobile x originates its connection request
be uniformly distributed in its current cell. The mobile can
move in either direction of the 1-D region with equal proba-
bility, and its velocity is uniformly distributed between 5 m/s
and 20 m/s. The time interval used to update the resource
reservation is 60 s. The handoff probabilities of x from cell o
to its two neighboring cells, cell r and cell l, porx and polx ,
respectively, are given by

porx = D′

D
, (18)

polx = 1 − D′

D
, (19)

whereD′ is the distance between the mobile’s current location
and the left edge of cell o.

In the simulation, it is assumed that the connection arrival
process is a Poisson process and the connection duration fol-
lows an exponential distribution. The average connection ar-
rival interval 1/λ varies from zero to 10 s, and the average
connection duration 1/µ is fixed at 50 s. Three CBR classes
and three VBR classes are considered, and the parameters of
each of the classes are given in table 3. For any particular
connection, the traffic class to which it belongs is randomly
chosen from the six classes with equal probability. For each
VBR connection, its packets are generated in the same way
as that in section 3. Two resource reservation approaches are
used in the simulation: full reservation (FR) in which 100%
resource is reserved for each connection in each of its neigh-
boring cells, and partial reservation (PR) in which resource is
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Figure 2. 1-D cell model.

Figure 3. Comparison of different bounds: full reservation case.

Table 3
Traffic parameters for simulation (time unit: s).

(CBR) class Parameters (VBR) class ON Parameters
index (γi , δi) index prob. (ρi , σi , di )

1 (500, 0.0012) 4 0.62 (19.6, 7, 0.12)
2 (100, 0.006) 5 0.57 (18.3, 6, 0.12)
3 (75, 0.008) 6 0.55 (17.7, 6, 0.12)

reserved by using mobility information for potential handoff
connections. The performance of the CAC schemes using the
tighter bounds and the bounds given in [1,2] is compared for
both the reservation approaches.

Figures 3 and 4 show the NCBR for CBR classes in FR and
PR cases, respectively. It can be seen that the CAC schemes
by using the improved new jitter bounds to do the QoS pro-
visioning can admit more new CBR connections in both FR
and PR cases. Figure 5 indicates that, for the PR case, the
CAC scheme using the improved jitter bounds can reduce the
HCDR of both CBR and VBR connections, compared with
that using the bounds in [2]. The HCDR in the FR case is

Figure 4. Comparison of different bounds in partial reservation case: new
connection blocking rate.

Figure 5. Comparison of different bounds in partial reservation case: handoff
connection dropping rate.
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Figure 6. Comparison between different resource reservation schemes based
on new bounds.

Figure 7. Comparison between different resource reservation schemes based
on old bounds.

zero. Figures 6 and 7 show that the CAC with PR can achieve
much lower NCBR and higher resource utilization (figure 6
is for the case using the improved bounds and figure 7 is for
the case using the bounds in [2]) while keeping the HCDR at
a very low level.

In the proposed CAC scheme, the reserved resources for
all classes are completely shared by all handoff connections.
To study the effect of the completely sharing on the perfor-
mance of the CAC scheme, the following cases are studied.
Case 1: when a handoff occurs, a handoff connection can use
all the resources that the BS has reserved for potential handoff
connections in all classes. Case 2: the handoff connection can
only use the resources that the BS has reserved for the class
to which it belongs. Case 3: the handoff connection can use
the resources that the BS has reserved for the class to which
it belongs and all the lower priority classes. Figure 8 shows

Figure 8. Comparison among different reserved resource sharing schemes:
handoff connection dropping rate.

Figure 9. Comparison among different reserved resource sharing schemes:
new connection blocking rate.

that case 1 can achieve much less HCDR than the other two
cases because all reserved resources are completely shared.
Figure 9 shows that the NCBR values are almost the same for
all three cases because the amount of reserved resources is
almost the same.

The effect of cell size and mobile velocity on the perfor-
mance of the proposed CAC scheme is also studied. Figure 10
shows the NCBR for different cell size and mobile velocity.
It can be seen that the change in cell size and mobile velocity
has no significant impact on the performance of the proposed
CAC scheme. This can be explained as follows. In general,
as the cell size decreases or the mobile velocity increases, the
frequency of handoffs for the mobile users increases. Conse-
quently, more resources are reserved for handoff connections.
This results in fewer new connections to be admitted in the
system. On the other hand, fewer admitted new connections
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Figure 10. Effect of cell size and mobile velocity.

will result in fewer total number of ongoing connections in
the system. Consequently, less resource needs to be reserved
for handoff connections.

From figures 3–10 it can be seen that, when the other
parameters are fixed, the HCDR/NCBR for a traffic class
decreases as the traffic load decreases (connection arrival
interval increases). It can also be seen that lower prior-
ity classes experience lower HCDR/NCBR compared to the
higher priority classes, because the connections in lower pri-
ority classes require less system resource than that in higher
priority classes.

6. Conclusions

We have developed an efficient CAC scheme with QoS provi-
sioning based on user mobility information and tighter jitter
and delay bounds. Since the proposed bounds are determinis-
tic (the worst case) ones, it is anticipated that the performance
of the CAC scheme could be further improved with the sto-
chastic bounds. Research on finding the stochastic bounds is
under way.
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